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Spoken term detection (STD) is a key technology for spoken information retrieval. As compared to the conventional speech transcription and keyword spotting, STD is an open-vocabulary task and has to address
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms. Approaches based on subword units, e.g. phones, are widely used to solve
the OOV issue; however, performance on OOV terms is still substantially inferior to that of in-vocabulary
(INV) terms. The performance degradation on OOV terms can be attributed to a multitude of factors. One
particular factor we address in this paper is the unreliable confidence estimation caused by weak acoustic and language modeling due to the absence of OOV terms in the training corpora. We propose a direct
posterior confidence derived from a discriminative model, such as a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). The new
confidence considers a wide-range acoustic context which is usually important for speech recognition and
retrieval; moreover, it localizes on detected speech segments and therefore avoids the impact of long-span
word context which is usually unreliable for OOV term detection.
In this paper we first develop an extensive discussion about the modeling weakness problem associated
with OOV terms, and then propose our approach to address this problem based on direct poster confidence.
Our experiments carried out on spontaneous and conversational multi-party meeting speech, demonstrate
that the proposed technique provides a significant improvement in STD performance as compared to the
conventional lattice-based confidence, in particular for OOV terms. Furthermore, the new confidence estimation approach is fused with other advanced techniques for OOV treatment, such as stochastic pronunciation modeling and discriminative confidence normalization. This leads to an integrated solution for OOV
term detection that results in a large performance improvement.
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Retrieval
General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation
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Fig. 1. The standard STD architecture: a speech recognizer converts speech into word/subword lattices; a
term detector searches these lattices for potential occurrences of the search terms; a decision maker decides
whether a detection is reliable. The NIST tool is used to evaluate detection performance.
Out-of-Vocabulary Spoken Term Detection. ACM Trans. Inf. Syst. 1, 1, Article 0 (January 2011), 34 pages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing volume of speech material on the web creates the need for spoken information retrieval (IR) techniques. Spoken term detection (STD), as defined by
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), is a key technology for
information retrieval from spoken documents, e.g., [Jones et al. 1996; Itoh et al. 2006;
Olsson and Oard 2009]. According to NIST, STD aims to facilitate searching of vast
and heterogeneous audio archives for occurrences of spoken terms without the need
for reprocessing the audio signal for each query [NIST 2006]. The evaluation series
organized by NIST has generated wide interest and attracted participation from several research groups including [Vergyri et al. 2007; Akbacak et al. 2008; Mamou and
Ramabhadran 2008; Szöke et al. 2008; Can et al. 2009; Wang 2009; Natori et al. 2010;
Lee and Lee 2010; Wallace et al. 2010; Jansen et al. 2010; Motlicek et al. 2010; Kaneko
and Akiba 2010; Chan and Lee 2010; Meng et al. 2010; Schneider et al. 2010; Parada
et al. 2010; Tejedor et al. 2010].
A typical STD system, as illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of two components. First,
an automatic speech recognition (ASR) subsystem transcribes speech signals into intermediate representations, usually word or subword lattices, followed by a detection
subsystem that searches for occurrences of the search terms. The latter comprises a
term detector that searches the generated lattices for all potential occurrences of a
search term, and a decision making component that determines if a potential occurrence is reliable enough to be hypothesized as a detection output. It is important to
note that the ASR subsystem is run only once on the audio archives and that the detection subsystem has access only to the lattices and not the original audio.
In STD, a hypothesized occurrence is referred to as a detection; if the detection corresponds to an actual occurrence, it is called a hit, otherwise it is a false alarm (FA). If
an actual occurrence is not detected, it is referred to as a miss. We define a detection
of a search term K as a finding of a partial path in the lattice that represents K, and
denote it as a tuple d that encapsulates all the information available for this detection:
d = (K, τ = (ts , te ), va , vl , ...)

(1)

where va , vl represent the acoustic and language model scores respectively, and τ denotes the time boundaries of the speech segment (from time ts to te ) where the deACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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tection resides. Other informative factors such as pronunciation probability that we
present shortly are denoted by “...”.
Each putative detection is assigned a confidence score, or simply a confidence. Accurate confidence estimation is not only important for determining reliable putative
detections in STD, but also for deriving relevance decision in spoken IR, e.g., [Jones
et al. 1996; Olsson and Oard 2009]. Letting Kttse denote the event that the term K appears in the speech segment starting at time ts and ending at time te , the confidence
of d = (K, τ = (ts , te ), ..) can be evaluated by the posterior probability that the event
Kttse appears given speech O. This is formulated as:
c(d) = P (Kttse |O)

(2)

where c(d) denotes the confidence of the detection d. A popular implementation of confidence estimation is based on lattice posterior probabilities which are derived from
acoustic and language model scores via the Bayes rule, as will be discussed in detail in
Section 3.1.
A particular feature that discriminates STD from other ASR-based tasks such as
speech transcription and keyword spotting is that an open vocabulary is assumed for
the former. Queries may thus contain words that are not limited to the system vocabulary. STD systems must cope with these so-called out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words.
Some words are OOV simply because the system vocabulary has a fixed size, whereas
others arise from the dynamics of human language. One estimate is that about 20,000
new words are coined each year [Watson 2003]. We are particularly interested in this
absolute OOV phenomenon which not only relates to engineering/technical limitations
but also reflects human language dynamics.
In STD, search terms involving OOV words are known as OOV terms; correspondingly, terms involving only those words within the system vocabulary are in-vocabulary
(INV) terms. OOV terms present a significant challenge to STD; in real spoken document retrieval systems, 12% of queries are reported to contain OOV terms [Logan
et al. 2000; Olsson and Oard 2009]. Since OOV terms usually convey important information, a good solution to OOV term detection is highly desirable for spoken document
indexing and retrieval.
The most popular approach to OOV term detection is based on subword units [Szöke
et al. 2008; Mamou et al. 2007; Akbacak et al. 2008]. In this approach, subword representations of search terms are searched for within subword lattices that are generated
by a subword-based ASR system. The subword representations are usually obtained
from letter-to-sound conversion [Torkkola 1993; Deligne et al. 1995; Luk and Damper
1996; Damper and Eastmond 1997; Black et al. 1998; Daelemans et al. 1999; Bisani
and Ney 2003; Taylor 2005]. Among various subword units, phonemes are the most
simple and widely used.
Whilst the subword approach enables OOV term detection, performance is always
inferior to that for INV terms. One of the principal reasons, we hypothesize, is that
special properties of OOV terms are seldom taken into account, and OOV terms are
actually treated no differently from INV terms except that the pronunciations are obtained by letter-to-sound mapping rather than from dictionaries. This is clearly suboptimal. A reasonable assumption, is therefore that OOV detection can be improved
by considering OOV special properties in term search and confidence estimation.
A wide range of properties can be enumerated to be specific to OOV terms; we consider the following three to be the most relevant for STD:
— Pronunciation uncertainty
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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Pronunciation uncertainty, although ubiquitous in human speech for any term, is
more serious for OOV terms than for INV terms. Firstly, correct pronunciation of
OOV terms is unknown, and thus must be predicted with some letter-to-sound approaches. Unfortunately, all the letter-to-sound approaches reported so far suffer
from a high word error rate1 , typically in the order of 30-40%, or a phone error rate in
the order of 10% [Torkkola 1993; Deligne et al. 1995; Luk and Damper 1996; Damper
and Eastmond 1997; Black et al. 1998; Daelemans et al. 1999; Bisani and Ney 2003;
Taylor 2005]. The error-prone pronunciation prediction leaves the OOV detection to
rely on unreliable lexical forms. Furthermore, the pronunciation of OOV terms exhibits more variation than those of INV terms. When encountered with an unfamiliar word, people tend to slow down, examine the spelling structure, guess the pronunciation, hesitate, and finally try to pronounce. This guess-and-trial process leads
to more spontaneous speech phenomena and higher acoustic variation. Importantly,
different people might reach different lexical forms by guessing, leading to pronunciation variation at the lexical level. The interweaving of variations at the acoustic and
the lexical levels makes OOV treatment highly complicated. Readers are encouraged
to refer to [Wang et al. 2010] for further discussion.
— Property diversity
Different OOV terms tend to possess different properties from various aspects, e.g.,
occurrence rate, phonemic structure, linguistic background, morphological form, etc.
This is particularly evident for newly coined terms in the backdrop of increasing
international communication and multi-cultural integration in modern society. For
instance, some ‘natively’ created new terms follow English pronunciation/spelling
rules strictly, e.g., GOOGLE, while some new terms borrowed from other languages
do not adhere to the rules, e.g., KUWAIT. Also, some new terms tend to remain as
jargon limited to a small community, e.g., ANTIHISTAMINE, while others obtain
quick popularity. Even in those popular terms, some sustain usage over time e.g.,
DNA, while others disappear gradually, e.g., SARS. This diversity on the one hand
reflects the tendency towards more complexity in human language development; on
the other hand, it poses problems in designing a detection scheme widely applicable
to all OOV terms in STD systems. Further discussion can be found in [Wang et al.
2011].
— Modeling weakness
OOV terms tend to be weakly modeled by acoustic models (AMs) and language models (LMs) since they have no representation in the training data. Even with subword
approaches, the triphone count for AM training and n-gram count for LM training
of OOV terms tend to be less than those of INV terms, leading to weak models. We
discuss the modeling weakness in more detail in the next section. The consequence
of weak models is that lattices generated by the recognition system tend to miss representations (e.g., phoneme sequences) of OOV terms, and the confidence measures
derived from AM and LM scores tend to be unreliable.
In previous work, we proposed a stochastic pronunciation modeling (SPM) technique
to address pronunciation uncertainty [Wang et al. 2009; 2010], and a discriminative
confidence normalization technique to deal with property diversity [Wang et al. 2009].
In this paper, we investigate the modeling weakness and propose a direct posterior
confidence estimation to tackle this problem. Instead of being derived from acoustic
and language models that are usually less representative of OOV terms, the new confidence measure derives the posterior probability of Eq. 2 ‘directly’ from a discrimina1 In

a letter-to-sound task, the word error rate is defined as the proportion of words that are correctly predicted given a test word list.
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tive model, e.g. a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). Derived from a wide acoustic context,
the new confidence measure ameliorates the weaknesses of acoustic modeling for OOV
terms. Furthermore, by localizing at the speech segments of hypothesized detections,
this approach avoids long-span linguistic context which is usually problematic for OOV
term detection. The direct posterior approach was first presented by the authors as
an alternative confidence measure for STD in general [Wang et al. 2009]. In [Tejedor
et al. 2009], the direct posterior approach is extended to combine and hybridize heterogeneous STD systems. In [Wang et al. 2010] we propose the idea of applying direct
posterior confidence to improve OOV detection and present preliminary results which
show that this new confidence measure does provide significant performance enhancement for OOV terms while being less helpful for INV terms. The contribution of the
work presented in this paper is two-fold: on the one hand we present an extensive discussion of the modeling weakness associated with OOV terms and thoroughly analyze
the ability of direct posterior confidence in addressing the problem; on the other hand,
we substantially extend the experiments in [Wang et al. 2010] and provide a comprehensive study for the direct posterior technique as well as its combination with other
OOV-oriented approaches such as SPM and discriminative confidence normalization.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in the next section we first review some
related work, and then in Section 3 we focus on confidence estimation and present
a statistical study to highlight the problem of modeling weakness with OOV terms.
In Section 4, we propose the direct posterior confidence approach, including an MLPbased acoustic posterior confidence estimation and an evidence-based confidence integration. The integration of this approach with stochastic pronunciation modeling and
discriminative confidence normalization is then presented in Section 5. The experimental setup and evaluation results are reported in Section 6 followed by some discussion in Section 7. Section 8 concludes this work and presents some ideas for future
work.
2. RELATED WORK

The study in this paper relates to several research topics including speech recognition, spoken term detection, discriminative modeling and even language development.
In this section, we review some related work and focus on OOV treatment and the
measurement of phone posterior confidence where this paper makes its contribution.
2.1. Related work on OOV treatment

The most popular approach to detecting OOV terms is based on subword units, particularly phones. The approach was first studied in spoken document retrieval (SDR)
[Schäuble and Wechsler 1995; Witbrock and Hauptmann 1997; Wechsler et al. 1998;
Ng 2000; Cardillo et al. 2002; Ma and Li 2005; Itoh et al. 2006; Ng 1998], and has
been adopted by many researchers in STD, e.g., Szöke et al. [2006], Wallace et al.
[2007], Parlak and Saraçlar [2008]. Various other subword units besides phones were
also studied in both SDR and STD, e.g., word-fragments [Seide et al. 2004], particles
[Logan et al. 2002; Logan et al. 2005], acoustic words [Ma and Li 2005], graphones
[Vergyri et al. 2007; Akbacak et al. 2008], multigrams [Pinto et al. 2008; Szöke et al.
2008], syllables [Meng et al. 2007], and graphemes [Wang et al. 2008]. To take advantage of both the word and subword based approaches, combination systems have
been proposed in a multitude of research, e.g., [James and Young 1994; James 1996;
Jones et al. 1996; Saraclar and Sproat 2004; Szöke et al. 2006; Parlak and Saraçlar
2008; Iwata et al. 2008; Olsson and Oard 2009]. Hybrid approaches which fuse word
and subword approaches at the lattice level [Yu and Seide 2004; Meng et al. 2008] or
lexicon level [Yazgan and Saraclar 2004; Akbacak et al. 2008; Szöke et al. 2008] have
also been proposed.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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Some research has been undertaken to tackle OOV pronunciation variation and uncertainty. One popular approach referred to as soft match, allows mismatch in term
search subject to a mismatch penalty based on edit distance [James and Young 1994;
Thambiratnam and Sridharan 2005; Itoh et al. 2006; Miller et al. 2007] or acoustic
confusion [Wechsler et al. 1998; Srinivasan and Petkovic 2000; Szöke et al. 2005; Audhkhasi and Verma 2007; Pinto et al. 2008]. Another well known approach to deal
with OOV pronunciation uncertainty is phonetic query expansion which uses n-best
pronunciations for OOV term search [Chen 2003; Mamou and Ramabhadran 2008;
Sproat et al. 2008; Can et al. 2009]. This is in principle, similar to SPM [Wang et al.
2009] where a joint-multigram model is applied to permit variable-sized graphemephoneme correspondence.
Finally, in order to handle property diversity among OOV terms, Miller et al. [2007]
propose a term-specific threshold approach which normalizes the diversity in occurrence rate among OOV terms. This approach was adopted by many researchers including Vergyri et al. [2007; Parlak and Saraçlar [2008] and was extended in our study
[Wang et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2011] to normalize term-dependent properties with discriminative models.
2.2. Related work on phone posterior confidence estimation

Confidence measures based on phone posterior probabilities have been successfully
applied to speech recognition. In [Zavaliagkos et al. 1994], segment phone posterior
probabilities generated by various neural networks are used to score ASR hypotheses. Rivlin et al. [1996] use aggregated phone posteriors for utterance rejection, where
the frame-level phone posterior probability is calculated from phone class-conditional
probabilities using the Bayesian formula. Abdou and Scordilis [2004] propose a similar
approach for speech transcription, in which the confidence scores of partial hypotheses in decoding are evaluated and fed back to guide further decoding. An aggregation
approach was followed by Bernardis and Bourlard [1998] in the HMM/ANN hybrid
framework. Instead of applying the Bayesian formulation, they calculate the framelevel phone posterior probabilities through a neural network and aggregate them to
obtain word/utterance-level confidence measures. This approach was adopted by a
number of researchers, e.g., Williams and Renals [1999], Silaghi and Bourlard [1999]
and Ketabdar et al. [2006]. All the above work concerns speech transcription. For STD,
the authors first introduced the MLP-based confidence approach in [Wang et al. 2009]
and developed direct posterior-based hybridization and combination in [Tejedor et al.
2009], however the potential of this approach for OOV STD was not investigated until [Wang et al. 2010]. In this paper we extend the discussion in [Wang et al. 2010]
and present further evidence to show the effectiveness of direct posterior approach in
dealing with modeling weakness associated with OOV terms.
3. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

Before presenting the new confidence estimation approach, we give a brief review of
various confidence estimation techniques, particularly focusing on the most popular
lattice-based confidence estimation. The modeling weakness on OOV terms with this
confidence measure is then studied, which motives the idea of the novel direct posterior
confidence estimation.
3.1. Confidence estimation for STD

Confidence estimation plays an important role for STD in determining the reliability of
putative detections and filtering out false detections. The following review summarizes
various approaches to confidence measurement. While we concentrate on STD, we also
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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look at some related work in speech transcription. Reviews on this subject can also be
found in [Siu and Gish 1999; Wessel et al. 2001; Jiang 2005].
3.1.1. Feature-based confidence. The first approach to estimate the confidence is based
on some features that are generated during recognition. For example, Rohlicek et al.
[1989] proposed the use of duration-normalized acoustic likelihood, Cox and Rose
[1996] studied second-phone-recognition normalized acoustic likelihood, Bergen and
Ward [1997] used senone-score-normalized acoustic likelihood. Kemp and Schaaf
[1997] proposed to use various statistics from lattices, such as link probability, acoustic stability and hypotheses density. Manos and Zue [1997] studied and combined 5
features in a segment-based system, such as segment phonemic match score, lexical
weight, etc.
Various models have been used to integrate diverse features into confidence scores.
These include decision trees, general linear models, generalized additive models and
MLPs [Chase 1997; Gillick et al. 1997; Zhang and Rudnicky 2001]. All this research
confirms that the features derived from decoding with suitable normalization and combination, can serve as a good measure for the confidence of a recognition hypothesis or
a putative detection of a spoken term.
3.1.2. Likelihood ratio-based confidence. In this approach, the hit/FA decision is cast as
testing the null hypothesis that ‘the detected term is K’ versus the alternative hypothesis that ‘the detected term is not K’ given the input speech. The decision is made by
fixing a threshold on the likelihood ratio of the null hypothesis and the alternative
hypothesis [Rahim et al. 1995; Rose et al. 1995; Kamppari and Hazen 2000]. This approach is mainly used in utterance verification [Rahim et al. 1997], in which discriminative training targeted to a minimum classification error rate [Rahim et al. 1995;
1997] or a minimum verification error rate [Sukkar et al. 1996; Sukkar and Lee 1996;
Setlur et al. 1996; Sukkar 1998] is widely used.
3.1.3. Discriminative confidence. The third approach to confidence estimation for both
speech transcription and keyword spotting/spoken term detection casts the decision
making task to a binary classification problem. According to decision theory, an optimal classification strategy should be based on class posterior probabilities, which
leads to a discriminative confidence measurement. The first implementation of the discriminative confidence estimation is a two-class approach [Young 1994], which models
the class-conditional confidence distributions for correct and incorrect detections, and
then derives the discriminative confidence using the Bayesian formulation. Jeanrenaud et al. [1995] and Junkawitsch et al. [1996] modeled class-conditional probability
density functions and derived term-specific thresholds from them. Fetter et al. [1996]
proposed a similar approach, and investigated the relationship between discriminative confidence and likelihood ratio. Note that this two-class approach builds distributions of scores for correct and incorrect recognitions/detections, and that different
terms may share the same distributions; this is clearly different from the two-class
modeling in the likelihood ratio-based approach where the null-alternative models are
built on speech signals and different terms have distinct null-alternative pairs.
The two-class approach requires a model of class-conditional probability distributions and hence is a generative approach; instead, a discriminative approach builds a
discriminative model that estimates the classification posterior probabilities directly.
Mathan and Miclet [1991] utilized an MLP to generate a discriminative confidence
for extraneous speech input rejection. Weintraub et al. [1997] and Vergyri et al. [2006]
proposed the same MLP-based confidence to justify recognition hypotheses. Linear discriminative functions were studied by Sukkar and Wilpon [1993], Gillick et al. [1997]
and Kamppari and Hazen [2000]. General linear models and generalized additive modACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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els were studied by Siu et al. [1997]. Decision trees were studied by Neti et al. [1997]
and Hauptmann et al. [1998], and support vector machines (SVMs) were studied by
Zhang and Rudnicky [2001], Sudoh et al. [2006] and Shafran et al. [2006]. Model comparison has been investigated by a number of researchers, e.g., Chase [1997], Schaaf
and Kemp [1997], Ábrego [2000] and Zhang and Rudnicky [2001]. Although it is difficult to identify the best model, MLPs and SVMs are generally regarded as the stateof-the-art.
3.1.4. Posterior probability-based confidence. All the above confidence estimation approaches involve a two-step process: in the first step, some informative features are
collected, and in the second step these features are combined in a certain way to give
a confidence measure. The combination form in the second step is chosen arbitrarily.
A more theoretically-sound approach is based on posterior probabilities. Basically, assuming that we know nothing more than the audio stream O, and are given the task
to evaluate the confidence that K appears in a particular speech segment, a natural choice for the confidence measure is the posterior probability P (K|O), which we
call a-posterior probability-based confidence and has been defined in Eq. 2. According to Bayesian decision theory, a decision based on this posterior probability gives
minimum risk when determining which term is contained in the speech. Therefore,
the posterior probability is an ideal measure of the confidence of a detection. In practice, the Bayesian rule is usually applied to decompose the posterior probability into
a product of the prior probability of the search term and the conditional probability of
the speech segment given the term, so we have,

c = P (K|O)
p(O|K)P (K)
=
.
p(O)

(3)

Note that Eq. 3 can be regarded as a normalization that amends the likelihoodbased confidence to make it comparable across utterances. Rose and Paul [1990] and
James [1996] proposed the use of a background model for normalization, and Weintraub [1995] and Jeanrenaud et al. [1995] presented an n-best approach, where the
acoustic scores of the hypotheses in the n-best list involving the keyword are accumulated, and then normalized by the summation of the scores of all the n-best hypotheses.
Setlur et al. [1996] simplified the n-best approach into a likelihood ratio of the best and
the second-best hypotheses, which is a special case of the n-best approach.
3.1.5. Lattice-based confidence. The n-best based confidence was extended to a latticebased confidence by [Wessel et al. 1998]. A lattice is an acyclic graph in which each
node represents a recognition unit (e.g., word or phoneme) and each arc represents a
transition from one unit to the next. An arc is associated with relevant information
including duration, acoustic and language model scores. A lattice can be regarded as
a compact representation of the original speech signal produced by pruning the hypotheses space with the speech recognizer. The lattice-based confidence is the posterior
probability of the search term appearing in the lattice, and is implemented as the ratio
of the score accumulated over all complete paths passing the arcs of the detection to
the score accumulated over all complete paths in the lattice. According to Eq. 3, this
can be formulated as follows:

P
clat =

πα ,πβ

p(O|πα , Kttse , πβ )P (πα , Kttse , πβ )
P
ξ p(O|ξ)P (ξ)

(4)
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where πα and πβ denote any path before and after K, with πα starting from the beginning of the speech and πβ finishing at the end; ξ denotes any complete path through the
lattice. Note that p(O|πα , Kttse , πβ ) corresponds to the acoustic scores that are derived
from acoustic models, and p(πα , Kttse , πβ ) corresponds to the language model scores that
are derived from language models. In real implementation, a forward-backward accumulation approach is often used to increase computational efficiency [Szöke et al.
2005]. Because of its theoretical soundness and simplicity in implementation, this
lattice-based confidence has been widely used in keyword spotting and STD [Woodland 2000; Szöke et al. 2005; Akbacak et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2007; Mamou et al.
2007; Szöke et al. 2006; Vergyri et al. 2007; Meng et al. 2008]. To distinguish it from
other confidence measures that we introduce shortly, the lattice-based confidence is
denoted by clat .
3.2. Modeling weakness of OOV terms

Although the lattice-based confidence measure performs well generally for STD, it is
potentially vulnerable to OOV terms. Going back to Eq. 4, we notice that the latticebased confidence is derived from acoustic and language model scores and is thus heavily dependent on the acoustic and language models of ASR. In the state-of-the-art implementation, they are based on hidden Markov models (HMMs) and n-gram models
respectively. Due to the absence of OOV terms in the training corpora, these models
tend to be highly biased towards INV terms and are less representative of the OOV
terms, leading to the problem of acoustic and language modeling weakness for OOV
terms. This weakness on the one hand results in sub-optimal representations of OOV
terms in the lattices, and on the other hand leads to unreliable confidence for OOV
detections. We investigate the language model weakness and acoustic model weakness
in this section.
3.2.1. Language model weakness. The language model weakness for OOV terms is evident. An OOV word that does not exist in the training text is definitely absent in the
resulting word-based LM and is hence absent in the lattices generated by the ASR. For
phone-based LMs, phone n-grams of the OOV word might exist in the training data,
however, they tend to have fewer occurrences compared to the n-grams of INV words,
particularly if n is large. In order to verify this conjecture, we count the occurrences of
phone n-grams of INV and OOV terms in the training corpus2 respectively, and compute the average number of occurrences of n-grams with various n. Fig. 2 shows the
statistics. As expected, there are fewer occurrences of OOV n-grams than INV n-grams
in the training data. Note that the relative difference is higher with larger n-grams,
confirming that higher order LMs tend to be weaker for OOV terms.
We can also examine the capability of the resulting phone language models by testing its perplexity on the phone sequences of INV and OOV terms. Fig. 3 shows these
results. Here the x-axis represents the LM order n, and the y-axis represents the average perplexity on the phone sequences of INV and OOV terms measured in log scale.
It can be seen that with a lower order LM (2-gram, e.g.), the perplexities on INV terms
and OOV terms are similar, indicating that the model has identical representative
power for both of them; with a higher order language model, however, INV terms and
OOV terms exhibit different behaviors. For INV terms, the perplexity consistently decreases with the LM order; for OOV terms, it initially decreases as well, although
with a lower rate; when the n-gram order is large, the perplexity however begins to
increase. This observation indicates that for INV terms, it is safe to use higher order
phone language models to obtain lattices of good quality; for OOV terms, higher order
2 The

details of the term list and the training corpus are presented in Section 6.
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Fig. 3. The log perplexity of LMs of varying order on the phone sequences of INV terms and OOV terms.

language models may result in lattices of lower quality. This is somewhat surprising
but still explainable, as the training instances used to generate higher order n-grams
are much more representative of INV terms than OOV terms, resulting in models that
are strongly biased towards INV terms. Note that the average length of English words
is 7.8 (computed from the AMI RT05s dictionary that we used in this study, refer to
Section 6), suggesting that an n-gram model whose order is larger than 7 is highly
risky for OOV terms, while it is still healthy for INV terms.
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3.2.2. Acoustic model weakness. Similar to the language models, acoustic models also
exhibit weakness for OOV terms as a result of fewer training instances. As our ASR
component is based on triphone HMMs, we can compare the occurrences of the triphones that are required to represent INV and OOV terms in the training corpus.
The statistical distribution of the occurrences of INV and OOV triphones are shown
in Fig. 4, with the average number of occurrences being represented by the vertical
lines. The result confirms the conjecture that fewer training instances are available
for triphones of OOV terms than those of INV terms. However, it also shows that the
distributions of INV terms and OOV terms are not significantly different, indicating
that the weakness of acoustic models on OOV terms is not as pronounced as that of language models. This is also expected, as the OOV phenomenon relates directly to vocabularies and thus is more linguistic than acoustic in nature. From another perspective,
triphones roughly correspond to 3-grams in phone language models, for which, as seen
in Fig. 3, there is no substantial difference between INV and OOV terms. If quinphones
that corresponds to 5-grams are used, we can expect more significant discrepancy for
INV and OOV terms in acoustic modeling.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the problem of data sparsity for OOV terms
can be mitigated by various smoothing techniques, e.g., discounting and back-off in
language modeling and tree-based triphone clustering in acoustic modeling; however,
these techniques do not eliminate the discrepancy between INV and OOV terms.
3.3. Weakness of lattice-based confidence for OOV terms

The modeling weakness on OOV terms discussed above leads to unreliable acoustic
and language model scores, and according to Eq. 4 is inevitably migrated to latticebased confidence estimation for OOV terms. Moreover, the lattice-based confidence estimation itself is not suitable for OOV terms. From Eq. 4, we see that the lattice-based
confidence of a detection is computed from the acoustic and language model scores of
the entire utterance. In other words, this is a global confidence that takes into account
long-span context of the examined detection. Long-span context is usually a desirable
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character to consider as the context often conveys valuable information for ascertaining detections. For OOV terms, however, this character might cause serious problems.
As we have seen when discussing language model weakness, long-span context may
reduce the representative power for OOV terms; this means considering long-span
context might introduce unreliable information and hurt the performance for OOV
terms.
A possible way to remove the negative impact of long-span context in lattice-based
confidence measurement is to diminish the contribution of LM scores in the computation. This is achieved by introducing a LM factor α in the lattice-based confidence
estimation, giving
P
te
te
α
πα ,πβ p(O|πα , Kts , πβ )P (πα , Kts , πβ )
P
clat =
.
α
ξ p(O|ξ)P (ξ)
The tuning of the parameter α can be regarded as a trade-off between information and
noise introduced due to long-span context. The factor α is chosen to optimize the STD
performance on a development set (see Section 6).
This approach can partially mitigate the impact of unreliable long-span context, but
does not change the global character of the lattice-based confidence. In fact, even when
the LM scores are totally ignored (i.e., α = 0), the lattice-based confidence estimation still relies heavily on long-span context due to the use of higher-order language
models in lattice generation. Note that choosing a lower-order language model for lattice generation does not work, as INV terms which are the majority in speech require
higher-order language models for recognition.
We therefore look for a new confidence estimation, which ideally possesses two properties: first, it should concentrate on speech segment of the detection and ignore the
long-span context, i.e., it is a local confidence and focuses on the speech segment of
the examined detection; second, it is derived from an mechanism different from the
conventional acoustic and LM modeling, and thereby more robust for OOV terms. The
direct posterior confidence that we introduce in the next section is just such a confidence measure.
4. DIRECT POSTERIOR CONFIDENCE

Although the problem of data sparsity associated with OOV terms always leads to
worse performance on OOV terms than on INV terms, an appropriate choice of modeling technique based on various sharing, smoothing and localizing approaches suitable
for OOV terms can improve the performance and thus lead to a more robust confidence
measurement for OOV terms. In this section we propose such a new confidence estimation approach based on discriminative modeling. Different from the lattice-based
confidence that derives the posterior probability P (K|O) from acoustic and language
model scores using the Bayesian rule, the new approach derives posterior probabilities
from some discriminative models ‘directly’, and thus can be called the direct posterior
confidence. In this work we choose an MLP in implementation although any discriminative model may be used.
It is well known that a standard 3-layer MLP network with soft-max output activation can be used to estimate class posterior probabilities. MLPs have been widely
used in this fashion for speech recognition. For example, they can be employed to
estimate the posterior probabilities for phone classes, given the acoustic features as
inputs. These phone posteriors can be used to substitute frame-wise likelihoods of
the Gaussian mixture models, resulting in a HMM/ANN hybrid architecture [Morgan and Bourlard 1995]. They can also be combined with conventional acoustic features, e.g., Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC), forming the so called ‘tandem
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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Fig. 5. The MLP structure used to generate frame-wise phone posterior probabilities.

features’ that work within the standard HMM-based architecture [Hermansky et al.
2000; Frankel et al. 2008]. All these techniques exhibit considerable advantages. The
proposed direct posterior approach follows a similar idea and makes use of phone posteriors to compute local and robust confidence estimates for OOV term detections.
In the rest of this section, we first present the mesh representation of MLP-based
phone posteriors, and then propose how to derive acoustic posterior confidence from
a mesh. A lattice-based LM posterior confidence is then presented, followed by an
evidence-based confidence integration approach which is used to integrate the acoustic
posterior confidence and LM posterior confidence.
4.1. Phone posterior mesh

We start with frame-wise phone posterior probability estimation. Let q denote a phone
class, the posterior probability of q at time t given the speech O can be written by
P (q|O, t) ≈ P (q|Ot−w:t+w )

(5)

where Ot−w:t+w denotes a windowed speech segment of 2w+1 frames centered at time t.
Here we assume the phone class is dependent only on a local context of the examined
frame but independent of its long-span context. This phone posterior, which purely
depends on a fixed number of acoustic frames, can be derived from a discriminative
model. As in the tandem approach [Hermansky et al. 2000; Frankel et al. 2008], we
choose an MLP as the model and a 9-frame window (w = 4) to excerpt the local context.
This 9-frame configuration roughly corresponds to the length of a typical phone. Fig. 5
illustrates the MLP structure we have used, which involves one hidden layer with
sigmoid activation, and soft-max applied on the output. This structure ensures that the
output approximates phone posterior probabilities, and the approximation becomes
sufficiently robust with adequate training data.
For each frame of the speech, a vector of posterior probabilities can be generated,
with each component corresponding to a particular phone class. This forms a phone
posterior mesh as illustrated in Fig. 6 where the x-axis represents time and y-axis
represents the phone class, and the gray level at point (t,q) in the mesh is proportional
to the phone posterior P (q|O, t) given by Eq. 5. We can see some ‘phone traces’ in the
mesh that correspond to the true utterance and its close pronunciations.
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4.2. Acoustic posterior confidence

With the phone posterior mesh, the posterior probability of a detection d can be computed simply by accumulating the phone posteriors according to its phone trace in the
mesh. As an example, Fig. 6 shows how a detection of the term pixel is handled: from
the term detector we know the phone sequence Q and its time stamp, according to
which the confidence can be estimated by multiplying all the phone posteriors following the trace p ih k s ei l illustrated by the solid line. This can be formally written
as
cmlp (d) =

te
Y

P (Qt |Ot−w:t+w )

t=ts

where ts and te are the starting and ending time of the detection d respectively, and
the notation cmlp is introduced to emphasize that it is derived from MLP-based phone
posteriors. Note that the MLP can be substituted by any other discriminative model. In
practice, confidence scores of detections of various lengths need to be normalized when
compared with each other. A simple way is to average the accumulated confidence over
the number of frames, i.e.,
(
cmlp (d) =

te
Y

)1/(te −ts )
P (Qt |Ot−w:t+w )

.

(6)

t=ts

Compared to the lattice-based confidence (Eq. 4), the MLP-based confidence derives
posterior probabilities from a discriminative model (MLP here) instead of generative
models (HMMs and n-grams) resorting to the Bayesian rule, which results in confidence scores that are based on entirely different modeling approach and possess distinct properties.
First, MLPs take a different approach in acoustic and phone context modeling. In
the lattice-based confidence, the acoustic context (dependence among speech frames)
is largely ignored and the phone context is modeled by context-dependent HMMs, i.e.,
triphone models; In contrast, the MLP model ignores the phonetic context but models
a wide range of acoustic context. In the case of OOV terms where phonetic context is
less reliable, the acoustically-rich MLP models tend to result in more accurate acoustic
modeling than HMMs and therefore provide more reliable confidence estimates.
Second, the MLP-based confidence is local. Although a wide range of acoustic context (9 frames here) is considered, the MLP-based posterior probability is still highly
concentrated on the examined frame, leading to a confidence measure concentrated on
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the hypothesized detection. As we have discussed in Section 3.3, this local property is
particularly desirable for OOV terms where a long-span context may introduce noisy
and detracted information for confidence estimation.
Third, the MLP-based posterior confidence is derived purely from acoustic features
at the phone level, which is different from the lattice-based confidence where language
model scores participate in confidence computation. This means that the impact of LM
information can be separated from confidence measurement. For this reason, the MLPbased confidence can also be called the acoustic posterior confidence. We shortly present
a pure LM-based confidence and show how the acoustic and LM-based confidence can
be combined. Even with combination, the acoustic confidence and LM confidence are
still well separated as the two confidence estimates are derived from entirely different
models. This acoustic-LM separation in confidence estimation is highly desirable for
OOV term detection, since the LM information might be less useful or even harmful
for OOV terms, as we have seen in Section 3.3.
Last but not the least, MLPs are highly compact as compared to HMMs [Bishop
2006] and the model parameters are globally shared among all phones. This leads to a
particular advantage for OOV terms which suffer from limited training data.
4.3. Bayesian acoustic posterior confidence

An obvious limitation of measuring direct posterior confidence is that a phone alignment is required for the computation according to Eq. 6. With a phone-based STD system, the phone alignment can be simply obtained from the term detector; for a general
term detector, however, it is in general unavailable. For example, with a word-based
STD system, phone alignments cannot be obtained from word lattices. To solve this
problem, we can treat the phone alignment as a hidden variable, and marginalize it
out by considering all possible alignments. This leads to a Bayesian treatment to the
acoustic posterior confidence, given by:

cmlp (d) =


te
X Y


∝

ξ

t=ts


te
X Y


ξ

t=ts

1/(te −ts )

P (Qξt |ξ, Ot−w:t+w )P (ξ|Ot−w:t+w )


(7)

1/(te −ts )

P (Qξt |ξ, Ot−w:t+w )


(8)

where ξ represents any possible phone alignment, and Qξt denotes the phone category
at frame t according to phone alignment ξ. A uniform prior probability P (ξ|Ot−w:t+w )
has been assumed when deriving Eq. 8 from Eq. 7.
This Bayesian treatment enables a flexible framework where the direct posterior approach can be applied to measure detections hypothesized by any STD system without
knowing its implementation. As an example, Fig. 7 shows a hybrid architecture where
the term detector is based on graphemes and the confidence estimation is based on
phone posteriors. The confidence estimation does not care how a detection is hypothesized; instead, it just requires the time stamps ts and te of the assumed detection,
and computes the acoustic confidence according to Eq. 8 with a provided phone-based
dictionary. Similarly, we can also build a grapheme-based confidence estimation and
hybridize it with a phone-based term detector. In general, any type of term detector
(word-based/subword-based, n-best-based/lattice-based, etc.) can be hybridized with a
direct posterior confidence estimation that can be based on any subword units. In addition, the direct posterior approach also provides a simple combination method where
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estimation.

detections hypothesized by individual STD systems are combined and overlapped detections are merged by accumulating their acoustic posterior confidences. For details
on direct posterior-based hybridization and combination, readers are recommended to
refer to [Tejedor et al. 2009].
4.4. LM posterior confidence

A particular characteristic of the MLP-based direct posterior confidence estimation is
that only the acoustic cues participate in confidence estimation, and the phone posteriors of any consecutive frames are conditionally independent. This leads to a local
confidence measure which, as we have discussed, may effectively remove the negative
impact of long-span phone context in the case of OOV term detection; however, it also
means that some information from linguistic constraints is ignored. This information
is potentially beneficial particularly for the INV terms.
In order to retrieve and safely use the information available in the language models, we consider the evidence that a ‘linguistic lattice’ provides to a putative detection.
Similar to the lattice-based confidence estimation, we examine the posterior probability of the phone string of the search term given the lattice, but without considering
the acoustic scores. This posterior probability represents the confidence we have for a
detection when we observe the search term appearing within the phonemic context.
Eq. 9 – 11 formulate this idea, where L denotes the entire phone lattice, K l denotes
the phonetic form of search term K, and CK l is the context of K l .
clm (d) = P (K l |L)
P (K l , L)
=
P (L)
P
l
CK l P (K , CK l )
=
P (L)

(9)
(10)
(11)

where clm denotes the LM posterior confidence, given that P (K l |L) concerns linguistic constraints only. Alike the lattice-based confidence, the LM posterior confidence is
global.
4.5. Confidence integration

The MLP-based acoustic and lattice-based LM posterior confidences relate to different
aspects of a detection and can thus be combined to improve accuracy. Assuming that
the acoustic-based and language-based confidences are given by two independent tests,
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and if we further assume that at least one test signifies a positive detection, then the
AM and LM confidences may be combined, or fused, as follows:
cmlp+lm = 1 − (1 − cmlp )α (1 − clm )

(12)

where α is a scale factor, and cmlp+lm is the confidence, which integrates the acoustic
posterior confidence (cmlp ) and LM posterior confidence (clm ), given by Eq. 6 and Eq. 11
respectively. Note that the LM posterior confidence does not provide any more information than what the LM provides in the lattice-based confidence estimation; it is just
a convenient form to fuse with the acoustic posterior confidence.
The same approach can be used to combine the acoustic posterior confidence (cmlp )
and the lattice-based confidence (clat ), given by Eq. 6 and Eq. 4 respectively. This gives
rise to:
cmlp+lat = 1 − (1 − cmlp )α (1 − clat )

(13)

where cmlp+lat is again the combined confidence. Note that additionally combining the
LM posterior does not provide any further advantage as the LM information has been
utilized in the lattice-based confidence estimation.
We refer to the fusion approach in Eq. 12 and Eq. 13 as the evidence-based integration. Compared to other fusion approaches such as linear interpolation and confidence
accumulation, a distinct property of this approach is that the resulting confidence is
still normalized, i.e., the fused confidence still reflects posterior probabilities. It has
been shown that this fusion approach exhibits advantage for OOV STD, given the independence assumption is satisfied [Wang et al. 2011].
5. INTEGRATED SOLUTION FOR OOV TERM DETECTION

We have so far proposed the direct posterior confidence measurement to solve the problem of modeling weakness with OOV terms in STD. As we have discussed, at least two
other challenges remain for OOV term detection: the high degree of pronunciation
variability and the high diversity with respect to term properties. In this section we
describe how the novel approaches that address these two challenges can be combined
with the direct posterior confidence estimation. This leads to an integrated and comprehensive solution for OOV term detection.
5.1. Stochastic pronunciation modeling

Stochastic pronunciation modeling (SPM) [Sproat et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2009] has
been proposed to address the high degree of pronunciation variability which is typical
with OOV terms. With this approach, the pronunciation of a search term is treated as
a hidden variable, and a Bayesian treatment is applied to integrate detections based
on all possible pronunciations predicted by a letter-to-sound model. Letting Q denote
a pronunciation of a search term K, then a detection d of that term, based on this
particular pronunciation, may be denoted by:
d = (K, Q, τ, va , vl , ...)
where all other symbols have the same meaning as in Eq. 1. We further define the
probability of a pronunciation Q for the term K as a pronunciation confidence cpron ,
i.e.,
cpron (d) = P (Qd |Kd )
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where Kd is the search term and Qd is the detected pronunciation represented by the
detection d. The confidence of the detection d is then determined according to some
composite function of clat and cpron :
cspm (d) = g(clat , cpron )
where g is any composite function and cspm denotes confidence according to the SPM.
In the original proposal [Wang et al. 2009], a linear composition was utilized as g.
5.2. Discriminative confidence normalization

The term-dependent confidence discrimination technique [Wang et al. 2009] copes with
the high diversity of OOV terms with respect to linguistic properties. Using certain
discriminative models, the discriminative normalization approach integrates various
informative factors encapsulated in a detection and converts them to a hit/FA classification posterior, which is then used in decision making. The central point here is
that some term-dependent properties can be taken as the model input which then contribute to the decision making. This leads to a term-dependent decision where diverse
properties of OOV terms are taken into account and compensated for in confidence
measurement. Formally this approach can be represented as follows:
cdisc (d) = f (clat , R0 , R1 , ...)
where f represents the discriminative model, which in our work is either an MLP or an
SVM. R0 and R1 are two occurrence-derived informative factors introduced in [Wang
et al. 2009] and defined as
P
clat (dK
i )
R0 (K) = i
T
and
P
(1 − clat (dK
i ))
R1 (K) = i
T
where T is the length of the audio stream, and dK
i denotes the i-th detection of term
K. Note that R0 and R1 are term-dependent and reflect effective hits and effective FAs
respectively.
The discriminative confidence normalization is an extension of the term-specific
threshold (TST) technique [Miller et al. 2007] which constructs term-dependent decision making by considering term occurrences in evaluation data, and is actually a
linear normalization. The advantage of the discriminative normalization rests in the
fact that any term-dependent factor can be integrated in the nonlinear mapping represented by the discriminative model, and furthermore it prevents the failure of TST
in the case of biased raw confidences.
5.3. Integrated solution

The three techniques we have proposed so far: the direct posterior confidence, as reported here, the stochastic pronunciation modeling and the discriminative normalization as originally reported in [Wang et al. 2009] and [Wang et al. 2009] respectively,
tackle the OOV challenge from different perspectives and address different peculiar
properties of OOV terms. Additional gains in performance might thus be expected by
combining these techniques into an integrated solution. The overall system is illustrated in Fig. 8 and can be formulated as follows:
cdisc (d) = f (clat , cpron , cmlp , R0 , R1 , ...).
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Fig. 8. An illustration of OOV term detection with SPM, discriminative normalization and direct posterior
confidence estimation.

Here, according to the SPM, all possible pronunciations are considered in the lattice
search, and then each resulting putative detection is assigned a pronunciation confidence cpron given by the letter-to-sound model, a lattice-based detection confidence clat
given by the lattice search, and a direct posterior confidence cmlp given by the MLPbased acoustic posterior prediction. These three confidence estimates, in addition to
the term-dependent factors R0 and R1 are then fed into the discriminative confidence
estimation function f . The resulting discriminative confidence is utilized to make the
final hit/FA decision.
6. EVALUATION
6.1. Experimental settings

Our experiments are conducted on English meeting speech recorded from individual
headset microphones. Meeting speech is highly spontaneous and presents a substantial challenge to ASR; moreover, speech corpus from meetings tend to involve rich occurrences of OOV terms and thus meet our research objective.
As mentioned before, our research interest focuses on absolute OOV, i.e., genuinely
novel terms which are absent not only in the vocabulary but also in the training corpora for AMs and LMs. To create a list of such terms, we compare the AMI dictionary
(recently created, in active use and so assumed to represent current usage) and the
COMLEX Syntax dictionary v3.1 (published by LDC in 1996 and therefore historical
from an STD perspective) and select 412 terms from the AMI dictionary that do not
occur in the COMLEX dictionary. These terms to some extent represent the lexical development of English in one decade and thus can be treated as real OOV terms. These
real OOV terms, however, have only 1143 occurrences in the evaluation data, which
is insufficient for a reliable study. In order to overcome this problem, we further add
another 70 artificial OOV terms to increase the number of OOV occurrences. These
artificial terms are all name entities such as person and city names and display more
occurrences than most of the real OOV terms. Combing the real and artificial OOV
terms results in 482 search terms having a total of 2736 occurrences in the evaluation
data. These terms are removed from the system dictionary; furthermore, all utterances
and sentences that contain these terms are deleted from the speech and text training
corpora. This ensures that they are entirely unseen during system training and parameter tuning and hence comply to the research goal. Besides the OOV terms, 256
INV terms which are mostly person and city names are chosen for the comparative
study.
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The acoustic models and language models are trained on the same corpora used
for model training in the AMI3 RT05s ASR system [Hain et al. 2006]. After the OOV
purge, about 80.2 hours of speech was left for AM training and 521M words of text
for language model training. The RT04s development dataset is used for development
work. Evaluation corpus comprises the RT04s and RT05s evaluation datasets in addition to a meeting corpus recorded at the University of Edinburgh in 2009 through
the AMIDA project. This amounts to 11 hours of speech data for evaluation. For more
details of the speech and text corpora, readers are invited to read [Wang 2009].
The acoustic models are 3-state triphone HMMs employing conventional 39 dimensional MFCC features, with cepstral mean and variance normalization (CMN + CVN)
applied. The language models are back-off n-gram models with Kneser-Ney discounts
and interpolation [Kneser and Ney 1995]. The HTK from Cambridge4 is used to train
the acoustic models and for carrying out decoding; the SRI LM toolkit5 is used to train
n-gram models. Pronunciations of OOV terms are predicted using a letter-to-sound
approach based on a joint-multigram model [Deligne et al. 1995; Wang et al. 2009].
Term detection is conducted using the Lattice2Multigram tool [Szöke et al. 2005;
Szöke et al. 2008] provided by the Speech Processing Group at the Brno University of
Technology, with necessary extensions to handle confidence normalization and acoustic posterior estimation. The detection procedure starts with the conversion of search
terms into searchable forms which are word and phone sequences for word and phone
systems respectively. These forms are organized into a dictionary tree in which any
path from the root to a leaf represents a searchable form of the term associated with
the leaf. Finally, the occurrences of enquiry terms can be searched for in the lattices,
by matching the search forms in the dictionary tree to the partial paths in the lattices.
A recursive approach was adopted to conduct this path matching: for each node in the
lattice, all the partial paths starting from that node are examined in a depth-first order and only those paths matching a partial path in the dictionary tree are retained
and extended. If a leaf node of the dictionary tree is reached, the terms associated with
that leaf are detected.
All results reported in this section are those obtained on the evaluation set in terms
of average term-weighted value (ATWV) defined by NIST [NIST 2006]. This metric
integrates the missing and false alarm probabilities of each term into a single value
and then averages over all terms. It is formulated as follows:
AT W V =

1 X
1 − (Pmiss + βPF A )
|∆|

(14)

K∈∆

where ∆ denotes the set of search terms and |∆| is the number of terms in this set.
Pmiss and PF A are miss probability and false alarm probability respectively and are
formally defined as follows:
Pmiss = 1 −

PF A =

K
Nhit
K
Ntrue

NFKA
K
T − Ntrue

3 http://www.amiproject.org
4 http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
5 http://www-speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
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Table I. Baseline Systems
System
word
phone

LM
3-gram
6-gram

ASR
WER/PER
39.50%
40.49%

Lattice density
622
805

STD (ATWV)
INV
OOV
0.5678
0.4743 0.2761

K
where Nhit
and NFKA represent the number of hits and false alarms of term K respecK
tively, and Ntrue
is the number of actual occurrences of K in the audio. T denotes the
audio length in seconds. β = 999.9 in (14) is a weight factor to balance the contribution
of miss and FA probabilities in the metric. Note that the miss probability is directly related to recall in IR. An obvious property of ATWV is that the metric is term-weighted,
which means an STD system cannot obtain good performance by just focusing on frequent terms; instead it has to perform well on all search terms.
In addition to ATWV, NIST proposed the use of detection error trade-off (DET)
curves to evaluate system behavior at different hit/FA ratios. Each point in the DET
curve represents the recall that the system can achieve with a particular FA probability. The curve is obtained by varying the confidence threshold used for making
decisions, and the ATWV result is evaluated at a particular point on the curve. Compared to ATWV which is a point evaluation, DET curves present a global picture of
system behavior and thus provide a more systematic understanding. Both ATWV and
DET curves are reported in the following experiments.

6.2. Baseline systems

We build two baseline systems, one based on words and the other based on phones. For
the word-based system, a 3-gram word language model is used for speech transcription, and for the phone-based system, a 6-gram phone language model is used.6 For
both systems, the term-specific threshold (TST) approach has been applied to conduct
confidence normalization. Table I summarizes the characteristics and performance of
these two systems, where ASR is evaluated in terms of word error rate (WER) for the
word-based system and phone error rate (PER) for the phone-based system, and STD
is evaluated in terms of ATWV. The lattice density is computed as the average number
of nodes per second, as per the definition in the SRILM toolkit.
We first observe that the word-based system outperforms the phone-based counterpart on INV terms. This is expected as the word-based system uses lexical information
which is unavailable for phone-based systems. For OOV terms, the word-based system
does not work as no OOV terms appear in the word lattices. The phone-based system
can detect part of occurrences of OOV terms, however the performance is significantly
deteriorated compared with that on INV terms. With the baseline systems ready, we
develop and examine the novel techniques presented in this paper.
6.3. Direct posterior confidence

Applying the direct posterior confidence, the ATWV results are presented in Table II
and Table III for the word-based and phone-based systems respectively, where the notation for confidence measures follow the definitions in Section 4. We observe that the
acoustic posterior confidence performs worse than the lattice-based confidence for INV
terms with the word-based system; when integrated with the LM posterior confidence,
however, a significant improvement is obtained (p < 10−5 with a t-test). This is consistent with the results on INV terms obtained with the phone-based system, where
6 We

examined various orders of language models, and found that a 6-gram model provides the best ASR
performance on the development set. This higher-order language model provides better performance on
both INV and OOV STD than other lower order language models.
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Table II. Direct Posterior Confidence for Word System
Confidence
clat
cmlp
cmlp+lm
cmlp+lat

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.5678
0.5605
0.5894
0.6134
-

Table III. Direct Posterior Confidence
for Phone System
Confidence
clat
cmlp
cmlp+lm
cmlp+lat

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.4743
0.2761
0.4902
0.2971
0.4963
0.2941
0.5344 0.2973

some performance gains are obtained with the acoustic posterior confidence over the
lattice-based confidence, however the improvement is not significant (p ≈ 0.2); when
integrated with the LM posterior confidence, the improvement becomes statistically
significant (p < 10−5 ). For OOV terms, the behavior is totally different: the acoustic
posterior confidence provides significant performance improvement over the latticebased confidence (p < 0.01), whereas the LM posterior probability does not provide any
additional contribution – in fact it deteriorates the performance. This suggests that
the LM constraint is informative for INV terms but useless and even harmful for OOV
terms. This is consistent with our conjecture that the context information which is
captured in context-dependent models in acoustic modeling and n-gram models in language modeling, is not suited to OOV detection; OOV terms are detected more reliably
with local confidence with less context interference as observed with the acoustic posterior confidence measure. Finally, combining the acoustic posterior confidence with
the lattice-based confidence leads to consistent improvement for both the INV terms
and the OOV terms with both the systems, indicating some complementarity between
these two approaches which are based on different modeling approaches.
The DET curves, shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, illustrate the differences in detection
performance with varying threshold for INV and OOV terms respectively. In each figure, the x-axis represents FA probability and the y-axis represents miss probability.
The closer the DET curve is to the origin, the better is the system performance.
We first observe that the INV curves extend to a much lower miss probability (lower
right side of the DET plot) than the OOV curves, indicating that much higher precision
is obtained on INV terms than on OOV terms. Secondly, we see that the INV curves are
almost linear while the OOV curves are concave. This means that for OOV terms, it is
rather difficult to get a high recall by just allowing more false alarms, suggesting that
the inaccurate speech transcription imposes a strict limitation on the performance of
OOV STD.
Concentrating on the DET curves for INV terms (Fig. 9), we see that the acoustic
posterior confidence does not give better performance than lattice-based confidence,
either with or without the LM posterior confidence. This shows that the lattice-based
confidence is good enough for INV term detection and that the new confidence measure does not give much benefit. For OOV terms (Fig. 10), however, we find that the
acoustic posterior confidence performs substantially better than the lattice-based confidence, particularly in the region of low false alarms. When integrated with the LM
posterior confidence, further gains are obtained, particularly in the low FA area. This
is somewhat inconsistent with the ATWV results in Table III, where the LM posterior
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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Fig. 9. DET curves on INV terms using various confidence measures.
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Fig. 10. DET curves on OOV terms using various confidence measures.

confidence contributes very little. This might be due to the fact that the FA suppression
is predominantly important in this operating region, so that the linguistic constraint,
although noisy, is still beneficial. Nevertheless, the conclusions drawn from the DET
curves and the ATWV results are largely consistent: the direct posterior confidence is
much more effective than the lattice-based confidence for OOV term detection, and the
combination of the two confidences further improves the performance.
6.4. Stochastic pronunciation modeling

As stochastic pronunciation modeling (SPM) applies only to OOV terms, it does not affect the word-based system. Therefore we just present the results on OOV terms with
the phone-based system. The experiments are conducted in the same way as in the
baseline except that the 1-best pronunciation model is replaced by SPM. The results
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Table IV. SPM Results
Pronunciation Model
1-best(baseline)
SPM

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.4743
0.2761
0.3153

are shown in Table IV, where the first column represents pronunciation modeling approaches that are used: the 1-best system simply takes the best pronunciation, while
the SPM-based system considers multiple pronunciations that are generated by a joint
multigram model. It can be seen from the results that a substantial performance improvement is achieved with SPM. A pair-wise t-test shows that the improvement is
statistically significant (p < 0.01).
6.5. Discriminative confidence normalization

We now investigate the contribution of different confidence normalization approaches.
The experiments are conducted under the same conditions as in the baseline system
except that term-specific threshold (TST) is substituted by discriminative confidence
normalization. We examine two discriminative models, an MLP and an SVM. The models are trained as follows. First, STD is carried out on the development set. The resulting detections are accordingly labeled as hits and false alarms and are then employed
to train the MLP and the SVM. A 3-layer MLP, whose structure comprises an input
layer, a hidden layer with a sigmoid activation and an output layer with a soft-max
activation, is trained using the standard error back-propagation algorithm [Bishop
1995]. The number of hidden units, which is chosen to minimize the number of classification errors on the development set by cross-validation, is 30 in our experiments.
The SVM is trained with the LIBSVM toolkit [Chang and Lin 2001] with a radial basis
kernel function. The parameters, including the error penalty C for classification and
the radius scale γ for the kernel, are again optimized by cross-validation, giving C = 32
and γ = 0.5 in our experiments.
Tables V and VI present the results with various confidence normalization techniques, for the word-based and phone-based systems respectively. Compared with TST
that is used by the baseline systems, discriminative normalization provides consistent and substantial performance improvements for both the word-based and phonebased systems. Particularly, with the term-dependent quantities R0 and R1 involved
(see Section 5.2), additional performance gains are obtained. The t-tests show that
for INV terms, the improvements are significant (p < 0.01) with both word-based and
phone-based systems. For OOV terms, discriminative normalization with lattice-based
confidence as the only input provides marginally significant improvement over TST
(p ≈ 0.05); with R0 and R1 involved, this improvement becomes significant (p < 0.01).
This conclusion holds no matter which discriminative model is applied, although the
SVM exhibits a small advantage with the word-based system while the MLP shows
marginal superiority with the phone-based system.
Table V. Confidence Normalization: Word System
Confidence Normalization
TST(baseline)
MLP
MLP
SVM
SVM

Informative factor
clat
clat
clat , R0 , R1
clat
clat , R0 , R1

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.5678
0.6111
0.6269
0.6314
0.6366
-
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Table VI. Confidence Normalization: Phone System
Confidence Normalization
TST(baseline)
MLP
MLP
SVM
SVM

Informative factor
clat
clat
clat , R0 , R1
clat
clat , R0 , R1

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.4743
0.2761
0.5453
0.2927
0.5460 0.2931
0.5432
0.2894
0.5421
0.2921

Table VII. Direct Posterior with Discriminative Normalization: Word System
Confidence Normalization
TST
TST
MLP
MLP
SVM
SVM

Informative factor
clat
cmlp+lat
clat , R0 , R1
cmlp , clat , R0 , R1
clat , R0 , R1
cmlp , clat , R0 , R1

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.5678
0.6134
0.6269
0.6224
0.6366
0.6161
-

Table VIII. Direct Posterior with Discriminative Normalization: Phone System
Confidence Normalization
TST
TST
MLP
MLP
SVM
SVM

Informative factor
clat
cmlp+lat
clat , R0 , R1
cmlp , clat , R0 , R1
clat , R0 , R1
cmlp , clat , R0 , R1

ATWV
INV
OOV
0.4743
0.2761
0.5344
0.2973
0.5460
0.2931
0.5391
0.3007
0.5421
0.2921
0.5309
0.3034

6.6. Direct posterior confidence with discriminative normalization

The direct posterior confidence estimation can be combined with discriminative confidence normalization by extending the input of the discriminative models with acoustic
posterior confidence. Table VII and Table VIII present the results of the word-based
and phone-based systems respectively. We see that with discriminative confidence normalization applied, involving the acoustic posterior confidence does not provide any
benefit for INV terms, with either the word-based or the phone-based system. For OOV
terms, however, considerable performance improvement is obtained with the phonebased system. This again supports our conjecture that the direct posterior confidence
estimation which aims to ameliorate model weakness along with the lattice-based confidence, is more effective for OOV terms than for INV terms.
6.7. Direct posterior confidence with SPM

Direct posterior confidence estimation can be also integrated with stochastic pronunciation modeling by replacing the lattice-based confidence with the acoustic posterior
confidence. The results in such a setting are shown in Table IX. Note that SPM applies to OOV terms only and so just valid for the phone-based system. It can be seen
that both SPM and direct posterior confidence estimation improve system performance
significantly, and their combination provides additional gains.
6.8. Integrated solution for OOV term detection

Finally we combine the direct posterior confidence measurement, the SPM and the discriminative normalization as an integrated solution. Note that this approach applies
to OOV terms and the phoneme-based system only. The ATWV results are shown in
Table X. It can be seen that all the three techniques contribute to the OOV term detecACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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Table IX. Direct posterior with SPM: Phone System
Pronunciation Model
1-best
1-best
SPM
SPM

Confidence
clat
cmlp
clat
cmlp

ATWV
0.2761
0.2971
0.3153
0.3288

Table X. Integrated Solution for OOV Terms Detection
Confidence Normalization
TST
TST
MLP
MLP
SVM
SVM

Informative factor
cl at
cm lp
cl at, R0 , R1
cm lp, cl at, R0 , R1
cl at, R0 , R1
cm lp, cl at, R0 , R1

ATWV
1-best
SPM
0.2761
0.3153
0.2971
0.3288
0.2931
0.3046
0.3007 0.3423
0.2921
0.3235
0.3034
0.3318
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Fig. 11. DET curves for STD systems on OOV terms with the integrated solution.

tion, and their combination (with the MLP-based discriminative normalization) gives
the best performance.
DET curves for the integrated system are shown in Fig. 11 where ‘disc. norm.’ denotes discriminative confidence normalization and ‘direct. post.’ denotes posterior confidence estimation. For simplicity, only the MLP-based discriminative normalization
is shown. They show that the stochastic pronunciation modeling provides the greatest
contribution to performance improvement: the DET curve not only falls in the region
of lower FA, but also extends to the region of lower miss probability. This means that
SPM not only improves detection accuracy, but also improves system recall by considering pronunciation variations. Discriminative normalization does not give much
improvement, however it provides a way to integrate various informative factors including the direct posterior confidence. The integration of the three techniques results
in the best performance across most of the operating region, but gives relatively poor
performance than the SPM-only approach when the FA rate is low. A possible reason is that the MLP model is trained with limited OOV instances, which may lead to
unreliable estimation in the region of high precision.
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6.9. System combination

In real applications, the primary goal is to obtain the best performance by assembling
all available techniques. It is well known that word-based systems outperform phonebased systems when detecting INV terms, while phone-based systems perform better
at detecting the OOV terms. Therefore, a commonly used approach to boost STD performance in entirety is to combine these two types of systems. Various combination
approaches have been studied, e.g., [James 1996; Jones et al. 1996; Yu and Seide 2004;
Szöke et al. 2006; Meng et al. 2008; Akbacak et al. 2008; Olsson and Oard 2009]. In
this work we consider a simple linear combination, where the phone-based system is
responsible for detecting OOV terms only, and the word-based system works on INV
terms.
Given the performance of an STD system on INV and OOV terms, the overall performance of this system is calculated as (15), where AT W Vinv and AT W Voov denote the
performance on INV and OOV terms respectively, and κ is the OOV rate.
AT W Voverall = (1 − κ) × AT W Vinv + κ × AT W Voov

(15)

Fig. 12 shows the overall performance of the best word and phone systems in our
study, as well as their combination. It shows that when the OOV rate exceeds 18%,
the phone-based system outperforms the word-based system; however the combined
system always outperforms any individual system.
Note that the above analysis gives only an approximate idea about the potential of
the combination approach. In real applications, recognition accuracy and STD performance on INV terms might be highly affected by neighboring OOV terms [Woodland
et al. 2000]. In this case the word-based system is not necessarily the best for INV term
search and hence linear combination might not necessarily obtain the expected performance. This is particularly important for spoken document retrieval where a query
could be as complex as involving multiple INV and OOV terms. More comprehensive
combination/hybridization approaches might be helpful, and this is an on-going research topic.
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Fig. 12. The overall STD performance of the best word-based and phone-based systems and their combination, with the OOV rate varying from 0.0 to 1.0.
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7. DISCUSSION

In this section we compare the proposed direct posterior confidence with two relevant
techniques, i.e., discriminative training and confusion networks. These techniques
function in a way that is similar to that of the direct posterior confidence to some
extent, but are in fact fundamentally different. We argue that the direct posterior approach is more effective for OOV term detection.
First, discriminative model training, e.g., training oriented to minimum mutual information (MMI) [Bahl et al. 1986] or minimum phone errors (MPE) [Povey and Woodland 2002] has been recognized as a standard approach to improve discriminative
power of acoustic models in speech recognition. One may argue that the advantage
provided by the direct posterior confidence can be assimilated by discriminative training, since a major advantage of the direct posterior approach is that the confidence is
derived from discriminative models and thus more discriminative over phone classes.
This argument, however, misrepresents the true reasons as to why the direct posterior
approach is suited for OOV STD. Certainly the direct posterior confidence is discriminative, but being discriminative on its own is not an advantage over the lattice-based
confidence, since the latter is discriminative as well and it works fairly well on INV
terms. The main advantage of the direct posterior approach, instead, lies in the fact
that rich acoustic context is considered and the problematic long-span linguistic context is avoided. The lattice-based confidence, in contrast, considers limited acoustic
context (due to the HMM-based acoustic modeling) and is vulnerable to problematic
linguistic context (due to its global property), and is thus less effective for OOV term
detection. This weakness associated with the lattice-based confidence can not be addressed by discriminative training although it does help generate lattices of higher
quality in general. We therefore argue that the direct posterior approach is more suited
for OOV STD than discriminative training, and its contribution can not be assimilated
by the latter. In our experiments, the MPE-based training slightly improves ASR performance, however no significant difference is observed for STD performance. This
seems consistent with the argument in [Abberley et al. 1998] that for STD, a better
detection approach is often more efficient than improving ASR.
Another argument relates to confusion networks (CN) [Mangu et al. 2000]. Within a
confusion network, a lattice structure is rearranged to a “sausage” structure by clustering phone arcs with similar time stamps, and the phone posterior of each arc is locally
derived from the acoustic and LM scores of all the arcs in its cluster. The confusion
network has been used as an alternate representation of lattices for smaller indexes in
STD, e.g., [Turunen and Kurimo 2007; Mamou et al. 2007; Parlak and Saraçlar 2008;
Can et al. 2009; Natori et al. 2010], and may provide performance similar to that of
lattices [Parlak and Saraçlar 2008]. We also recognize that by arc grouping, CN-based
confidence may avoid the negative impact of long-span context and may thus be more
suited for OOV terms. However, the phone posteriors on the arcs of confusion networks
are still derived from the HMM-based acoustic scores, and the disadvantage of weak
acoustic context accompanying HMMs still remains. Another disadvantage of confusion networks arises from their approximation to the original lattices, which may in
practice reduce performance [Can et al. 2009]. Nevertheless, substituting lattices with
confusion networks does simplify the term search and reduces the indexing time.
8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes the use of direct posterior confidence estimates that are derived
from an MLP-based phone classifier to tackle the modeling weakness in OOV term
detection. Compared to the conventional lattice-based confidence estimation, the new
confidence approach considers rich acoustic context but still concentrates on the hyACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article 0, Publication date: January 2011.
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pothesized detections. It is therefore better suited to the detection of OOV terms which
are usually inadequately represented by acoustic and language models and for which
long-span context tends to be problematic. Our experiments, which were conducted on
meeting speech which is highly spontaneous and conversational, demonstrate that the
direct posterior confidence is more beneficial for OOV terms than for INV terms, and
is complementary to the lattice-based confidence. Moreover, results improve significantly when the new confidence measure is integrated with stochastic pronunciation
modeling and confidence discrimination, confirming the effectiveness of the integrated
solution for OOV term detection. Future work involves investigating other discriminative models such as evolutionary approaches, and exploring confidence enhancement
with posterior meshes based on various subword units, as well as more suitable integration approaches.
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